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NUCLEARWATERS: Putting Water at the Centre of Nuclear Energy History 

 

Newsletter April 2023 

 

 

The ERC project NUCLEARWATERS, based at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, 

explores the connections between nuclear energy and water in historical perspective. The goal 

is to rewrite the global history of nuclear energy by putting water at the centre of the analysis. 

Led by Per Högselius, the project comprises seven senior and junior researchers, who 

collectively examine the “wet” history of nuclear energy from a range of thematic and 

geographical angles.  

 

In terms of scholarly publications, the project is now entering an intense phase where 

numerous articles, essays, books and three PhD theses along with a special issue and an edited 

volume will come to fruition within the next year or so. Most recently, Alicia Gutting has 

published results from her doctoral research about drinking water quality in the vicinity of the 

Nuclear Research Centre in Karlsruhe, Germany. The article appeared in Risk, Hazards & Crisis 

in Public Policy, an interdisciplinary journal that overlaps with our interests in multiple ways. 

Meanwhile Siegfried Evens’ book chapter “Les risques de refroidissment: l’eau comme 

frontière spatiale et temporelle de l’énergie nucléaire” appeared in an edited volume 

published by the Presses Universitaires de Rennes. Another article, now accepted for 

publication, is Achim Klüppelberg’s “’Completely Original 

and Progressive’: How Gidroproekt Combined Nuclear and 

Hydraulic Expertise at the South Ukraine Energy Complex”. 

It will appear in Europe-Asia Studies, a leading journal in the 

field of Soviet and East European studies. Furthermore, Per 

Högselius’ already published article in Technology & Culture, 

”Atomic Shocks of the Old”, was recently highlighted as one 

of the most-read 2022 articles in the journals published by 

the Johns Hopkins University Press. In terms of books, Per 

Högselius’ and Achim Klüppelberg’s co-authored The Soviet 

Nuclear Archipelago: A Historical Geography of Atomic-

Powered Communism is scheduled for release by the Central 

European University Press in early autumn and now has a 

cover.  

 

The project’s three PhD students – Alicia Gutting, Siegfried Evens and Achim Klüppelberg – 

went abroad during the autumn and winter for long-term stays at universities in Switzerland, 

the United States and Germany. This helped them expand their networks, sharpening their 

writing, presenting their results to new and old colleagues, attend courses and conferences, 

access new archival sources, and visit nuclear sites. Alicia Gutting departed for the University 

of Bern in Switzerland upon invitation from Christian Rohr, one of Europe’s leading scholars 

http://www.nuclearwaters.eu/
http://kth.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1728794&dswid=7603
http://kth.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1728794&dswid=7603
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/844162
https://www.press.jhu.edu/newsroom/2022s-most-read-journal-articles-hopkins-press
https://www.press.jhu.edu/newsroom/2022s-most-read-journal-articles-hopkins-press
https://www.kth.se/blogs/hist/2023/01/breathing-swiss-air-a-research-stay-at-the-university-of-bern/
https://www.kth.se/blogs/hist/2023/01/breathing-swiss-air-a-research-stay-at-the-university-of-bern/
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in environmental and climate history. She stayed for three months and presented her article 

on cooling water negotiations in the history’s department’s Higher Seminar. NUCLEARWATERS 

project leader Per Högselius visited Alicia in Switzerland in connection with a joint research 

presentation on riverine nuclear energy at the workshop “Nuclear Renaissance: Technology, 

Society and Sustainable Development”, held at the University of Basel in December 2022. 

After the workshop, Alicia and Per went together on a nuclear road trip to visit the Swiss 

nuclear power plants of Leibstadt, Beznau and Mühleberg. They also did archival research 

together at the regional archives of Aarau. Alicia further participated in a doctoral workshop 

on how to write environmental history organized by the Rachel Carson Centre. 

 

Siegfried Evens visited the STS Department of Virginia Tech in the United States. He was 

hosted by Sonja Schmid, a leading scholar in the field of nuclear history and STS. Siegfried 

arrived in August 2022 and stayed for four months. Apart from regular writing work, he took 

a course on “Nuclear Facilities in Armed Conflict” and presented his research at the 

department’s higher seminar at the 

Blacksburg Campus. During his stay he 

engaged with local scholars, peers and nuclear 

engineers from the US nuclear industry. 

Siegfried also attended the annual meeting of 

the Society of History of Technology (SHOT) in 

New Orleans, held in November 2022. Read 

more about his experiences from his stay in 

the US on the NUCLEARWATERS blog. 
 
Siegfried Evens in front of Three Mile Island Nuclear Power 
Plant, autumn 2022. 

Achim Klüppelberg spent six weeks at the Division of History of Technology, led by Martina 

Hessler, at the Technical University of Darmstadt in Germany. He presented his research in 

the higher seminar there and at the nearby University of Tübingen, where he was welcomed 

by Klaus Gestwa, director of the Institute for Eastern European History and Area Studies. 

 

NUCLEARWATERS project members also went on shorter-term trips. Per Högselius visited 

Germany and worked in the ex-GDR’s archives in September and October 2022. He also 

participated in a Baltic Sea energy conference in Greifswald, presenting his thinking on the 

Baltic Sea as a transnational nuclear-energetic space. In March 2023 Siegfried Evens went to 

Munich for a stimulating workshop and then to Boston, where he represented the project and 

presented his research at the annual conference of the American Society of Environmental 

History (ASEH). Project members also undertook site visits. Apart from the ones already 

mentioned, Anna Storm, Melina Antonia Buns, and Achim Klüppelberg joined forces with 

colleagues from Linköping University on a tour to the Olkiluoto Nuclear Power Plant in Finland 

in late November 2022. They attended presentations by the local staff – among other things 

about the new European Pressurised Reactor – and participated in a guided tour to the local 

encapsulation plant for nuclear waste and the Onkalo waste storage site. 

 

https://nuclearwaters.eu/2023/04/03/looking-back-on-four-months-in-d-c/
https://www.geschichte.tu-darmstadt.de/institut_fuer_geschichte_1/fach__und_arbeitsgebiete_ifg/technikgeschichte/team_ifg_tg/TeamTechnikgeschichte.de.jsp
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Melina Antonia Buns left KTH Royal Institute of Technology for a tenured associate professor 

position at the University of Stavanger in Norway at the end of 2022. We wish her all the best 

in her new role there! 

 

We have been proud and happy to receive several 

prominent guests with nuclear-historical expertise over 

the past few months. On 20 February 2023 Robert 

Jacobs from the Hiroshima Peace Institute visited the 

project, presenting his recent book Nuclear Bodies: The 

Global Hibakusha at the Higher Seminar of the Division 

of History of Science, Technology and Environment. A 

month later, on 17 March Eglė Rindzevičiūtė from 

Kingston University, London, joined us for several days. 

Eglė presented her freshly published book on scientific prediction and then served as the 

discussant at Achim Klüppelberg’s “final seminar” in doctoral education.  

 

Alicia Gutting’s final seminar is scheduled for 30 May. Her PhD research on “The Nuclear 

Rhine” will be discussed by Timothy Moss from Berlin’s Humboldt University. Siegfried Evens’ 

final seminar, titled “Streams, Steams, and Steels: A History of Nuclear and Non-Nuclear Risk 

Governance (1850-1990)”, is also coming up, scheduled for 13 June. His discussant will be 

Markku Lehtonen from Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona.  

From left to right: Melina Antonia Buns, Anna Storm, Marko Marila, Axel Sievers, Achim Klüppelberg, Thomas Keating. In the 
background one can see Olkiluoto Nuclear Power Plant. The EPR is the one on the top left. By Anna Storm. 

https://www.kth.se/blogs/hist/2023/03/mark-your-calendars-for-scientific-prediction-in-the-20th-century-and-from-water-to-nuclear-to-catastrophe/
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Members of the project plan to take part in the upcoming conference of the European Society 

for Environmental History (ESEH), to be held in Bern, Switzerland, in August 2023. Among 

others things, Anna Storm and Achim Klüppelberg will be presenting their research in the 

panel “Nuclear Environments: Waste, Animals, Water and Infrastructure in the 20th and 21st 

Centuries”, while Alicia Gutting and Per Högselius are organizing a panel called “Atomic 

Rivers”. Alicia will also present in the panel “New Voices in Water History”, organized by Ellen 

Arnold and Martin Schmid. 

In Sweden, we continue to follow – and 
participate in – the public discourse about 
nuclear energy, which has gained further 
momentum in recent months. On Christmas 
Eve, one of the country’s largest newspapers, 
much in line with our project’s theorization of 
nuclear energy and its links with older forms of 
(thermal) hydraulic engineering, jokingly 
suggested that miniature small modular 
reactors may replace the classical toy-size 
steam engines as the perfect Christmas gift! 
Project members have written multiple 
newspaper essays and op-eds in an effort to 
share our research experiences with a wider, 
non-academic audience, and have featured in 
interviews for major newspaper such as Dagens 
Nyheter and Le Monde. Per Högselius’ essay on 
the historical reasons behind the pre-mature 
closure of four Swedish nuclear reactors 
between 2016 and 2020 became the fifth most-
read essay in Svenska Dagbladet during 2022. Siegfried Evens and Per Högselius further 
discussed the reasons, seen from an historical horizon, behind the destruction of a pressurizer 
at the Ringhals NPP in August 2022, which led to a near eight month unplanned outage of that 
reactor. Per Högselius and Anna Storm, moreover, have been involved in recent discussions 
linked to the ongoing decommissioning of the Ågesta nuclear heat and power plant, in 
operation from 1964 to 1974 in the south of Stockholm. Linked to that debate, the Swedish 

National Museum of Science and 
Technology opened a new, impressive 
exhibition on Swedish nuclear energy 
with the Ågesta NPP at the centre: 
“Salong Energi – Ågesta Kärnkraft-
verk”. Per Högselius was invited to 
participate in a panel debate at the 
opening of the exhibition, and both 
Anna Storm and Per feature in a 
documentary film on Ågesta’s history, 
"Ågesta - A Ripple in Time", directed 

by David and Hi-Jin Hodge. Meanwhile Achim Klüppelberg wrote a piece on ”Chernobyl as a 
Post-Soviet Memory Space” published in Baltic Worlds. We are glad for these possibilities to 

https://www.heritales.org/wp/agesta-r3-a-ripple-in-time/
https://balticworlds.com/chernobyl-as-a-post-soviet-memory-space/
https://balticworlds.com/chernobyl-as-a-post-soviet-memory-space/
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translate our nuclear-historical research into a format that engages the public and can 
contribute to informed decision-making around the nuclear future of Sweden and beyond. 
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